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Exploring the earliest events that promote circulating tumor cells (CTCs) to immobilize on blood vessel walls at future
metastatic sites will expose new targets for rational prevention. Studies suggest that distant microenvironments are
primed and ready to entrap CTCs, creating a pre-metastatic niche for initiating metastasis. In addition to biological
mechanisms, the physical transport of CTC in blood vessels and biophysical interaction of CTC with the pre-metastatic
niche can be regarded as key determinants of metastatic potential. Whereas biological effects of circulating platelet
(PLT) on CTCs and PLT accumulating to primary and metastatic tumors to support tumor growth and invasion are
known, the roles of PLT in the initiation and development of the pre-metastatic niche and biophysical effects of the
PLT on transport of CTCs in blood vessels have not been reported.
Our objective is to elucidate and validate biophysical roles of the pre-metastatic niche initiated with PLT in the future
metastatic site on CTC transport. We integrate orthotopic mouse tumor models using cell lines with different
metastatic potentials, novel microfluidics pre-coated with or without PLT, and multiscale/multi-physics computational
transport models. Our hypotheses are: 1) there is an organ- and time-dependent initiation/evolution of the premetastatic niche, wherein deposited and activated PLT on vessel walls in mice bearing primary tumors alters
hydrodynamics of CTCs and their interactions; 2) only the pre-metastatic niche, which is sufficiently developed to
significantly alter these biophysical parameters, promotes immobilization of CTCs on vessel walls; and 3) modulation
of PLT functionality by anti-PLT reagents affects biophysical roles of PLTs on CTC transport and the prospect of
metastasis. The multiscale/multi-physics transport modeling provides optimized parameterization of metastasis
based on experimental results in vitro and in vivo to characterize transport phenomena of CTCs and phenotype premetastatic niches. The significance of this study will establish a scientific framework for understanding undiscovered
biophysical roles of the pre-metastatic niche initiated with PLTs on transport of CTCs for rational prevention of
metastasis using anti-PLT reagents.
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